Instrument: Viola

Audition Format: **Recording (Audio and Visual required):** Auditions must be recorded in one uninterrupted session, not to exceed ten minutes. You may record your audition as many times as you wish prior to submitting your preferred take, but you may not stop in between selections or edit your final presentation.

Upload your video to YouTube (set as "unlisted") and email the video's URL / web address to Prof. Janet Milnes, [jmilnes@esm.rochester.edu] AND Jimmy Warlick [jwarlick@ur.rochester.edu] by 5:00 PM EST on Friday, January 13, 2023. Information for uploading to YouTube and privacy settings ("unlisted") may be found on YouTube and on the web.

Audition Requirements:

- **Introduction,** to include your name, area of study (college major, if declared), and a short description of your study on the instrument.

- Auditions should be 5-10 minutes in length. No piano accompaniment is required.

- Students should include any scale, one note per bow, or however comfortable, and any piece the student feels proficient playing. However, the work must exhibit some familiarity with third position.

Questions? Please email Prof. Janet Milnes, [jmilnes@esm.rochester.edu] with any questions.